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Dear Parents/Guardians, 
 
Studies have shown that successful engagement in ongoing summer development leads to an 
increase in student achievement.  As such, this year’s summer assignment for Math 8 is going to 
be completed through an online program called IXL.  Your child has used IXL in their math 
classes throughout the year and is very familiar with operating the program.  The purpose of this 
summer assignment is to reinforce the skills learned this past year and prepare to build upon 
them in the upcoming school year.  
 
The skills located on the next page will be considered complete once a score of 85% or better is 
earned.  Additionally, it is a requirement that no less than 10 minutes be spent on each skill. 
These are to be completed by the first day of school (9/9/2020) and will count as the first quiz 
grade of the new school year.  In order to ensure fairness, every teacher will use a common 
rubric (located on the next page).  On the second day of school, your child will be given a quiz on 
these skills.  This quiz will give his/her teacher excellent baseline data in order to plan lessons 
that better meet the needs of the students. 
  
IXL can be accessed by typing www.IXL.com into any browser. There is a free IXL app for 
iPhone, iPad, Android Tablet and Kindle Tablet.  IXL works on your mobile device's browser, 
Chromebook users can find the IXL app in the Chrome Web Store. One of the great features of 
IXL is if a problem is answered incorrectly, there is an explanation that always follows in order to 
help your child understand how to solve the problem.  If additional help is needed, 
www.khanacademy.org has excellent video tutorials.  As previously stated, the purpose of this 
assignment is to keep the students familiar with the topics they learned this year and will build 
upon next year.  
 
Should you have any further questions, please feel free to reach out to our Math Supervisor, 
Mrs. Armental at Aarmental@rpschools.net.  
 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Mr. Eric Koenig 
 
 
 

RIDGEFIELD PARK IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

 

http://www.ixl.com/
http://www.khanacademy.org/
mailto:Aarmental@rpschools.net


 
These are the 12 skills that your child needs to complete.  Spending a minimum of 10 minutes on 
each skill, this will take around 2 hours to complete.  It is suggested to do around 2 skills a week 
over the summer, in order to ensure its completion.  
 
These skills can be found under the 8th Grade tab.  
▢ C.3 (Add and subtract integers) 
▢ C.7 (Multiply and divide integers) 
▢ C.8 (Evaluate numerical expressions involving integers) 
▢ E.2 (Add and subtract rational numbers) 
▢ E.5 (Multiply and divide rational numbers) 
▢ N.1 (Coordinate plane review) 
▢ T.1 (Perimeter) 
▢ T.2 (Area) 
▢ V.5 (Evaluate one-variable expressions) 
▢ V.14 (Write equivalent expressions using properties) 
▢ W.1 (Which x satisfies an equation?) 
▢ W.6 (Identify equivalent equations)  
 
 

Rubric  
 

  Points Earned 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

  IXL Score 0-10 
11-2

0 
21-3

0 
31-4

0 
41-5

0 
51-6

0 
61-7

0 
71-8

4 >85 

C3 Add and subtract integers           

C7 Multiply and divide integers           

C8 
Evaluate numerical expressions involving 
integers           

E2 Add and subtract rational numbers           

E5 Multiply and divide rational numbers           

N1 Coordinate plane review           

T1 Perimeter           

T2 Area           

V5 Evaluate one-variable expressions           

V14 
Write equivalent expressions using 
properties           

W1 Which x satisfies an equation?           

W6 Identify equivalent equations           

 


